Absstracr-The use of passive sensors to estimate range and bearing to an acoustic source is investigated. The variance of the estimators is shown to depend on .the number of sensors, integration time, signal-tonoise ratio, and more significantly, on the available array length. The variances for four different array configurations are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this note is to suggest a passive technique for estimating the range R and bearing B to an acoustic source using M hydrophones in a collinear array of length L. The maximum likelihood estimate for range and bearing is presented, with the variance of the range and bearing estimates and the optimum hydrophone placement for estimating both range and bearing.
The particular geometry of interest is two-dimensional with an acoustic point source whose range and bearing are to be estimated by a fixed number of receivers. For the purposes of this work, we presume that the receiving hydrophones are collinear. However, regardless of the hydrophone positions, a fixed number of sensors have an inherent uncertainty in estimating source location. This uncertainty region is nominally elliptical, so that by properly defining how range and bearing are measured, the estimation errors can be decoupled (see Fig. 1 ). For a collinear array of sensors, we measure the bearing as the angle between the line array and the major axis of the uncertainty region. For the purposes of our analysis, the source is assumed to be spatially stationary, that is, not moving over the observation time T . Implicit in the results are Gaussian source signal and noises that are uncorrelated pairwise. Related work is treated by [ 
11. RESULTS For a specified array geometry, the maximum likelihood estimate of range and bearing is obtained by coherently processing the outputs of the sensing hydrophones (see [SI).
In particular, each hydrophone output is prefiltered to accentuate a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), then delayed and summed. The summed signal is fed to a filter, then squared and averaged for the observation time. The output of this network is maximized through the indirect adjustment of the delay parameters. The delay parameters are derived on the half-wavelength; also
where S ( o ) is the signal power spectrum, N ( w ) is the noise power spectrum, C is the speed of sound in the medium, ! 2 is the highest source (or receiver) frequency, and, as earlier, T i s the observation time, R is the range, and B is the bearing.
DISCUSSION
Doubling M or T w i l l reduce the standard deviation of either the bearing estimate or range estimate by 1.4. In bearing estimation, we desire to make Le large and the constant KB small in order to reduce variance. Note that doubling the array length reduces the variance by four. Thus array length is a more important factor in bearing estimation than either integration time or the number of hydrophones when operating at high output SNR.
The four different array types studied are an equispaced line array and three arrays with M elements grouped at the two ends and the middle of the array. MacDonald and Schultheiss [ 4 ] have shown that, by placing half of the M elements at each end of a line array in an M over two, zero,M over two grouping, a bound on bearing variance is obtained. This bound, of course, is for a hypothetical array where the elements are collocated. The practical implications of MacDonald and Schultheiss's result are both to provide a bound on how well bearing can be estimated under ideal conditions and to suggest how to place a limited number of hydrophones over a large aperture. Namely, half of the hydrophones should be positioned at each end of the array, placed at half-wavelength spacing for the design frequency.
It is noteworthy that the variance of the range estimate depends on the fourth power of the range relative to the effective baseline; thus the variance of the range estimate is reduced by making the effective array length Le large. This can be done by making the array length L large or by physically steering the array broadside to the source. The variance can also be reduced by decreasing the range to the source. The constant K R depends on the array type. For an equispaced line array, K R is 360. A bound is provided by an array configured with a quarter of the hydrophones at each end and half in the middle. Thus we see that the array configuration desired for bearing estimation and the one for range estimation differ., The array should have its elements toward the array ends, while the ranging array should have half of its elements in the central portion. However, an array with a third of its elements at each end and the middle will minimize the uncertainty region [ 5 ] . Thus in this sense, an array physically segmented into three equal groups of elements w i l l outperform all other arrays for passively locating an acoustic source. The optimum processor coherently combines all M hydrophone outputs. If, however, only the beam-former output from each subarray is used for coherent processing, a nearly optimum technique is believed to result.
Of considerable concern when attempting to predict the performance of a localization technique are values such as SNR, number of sensors, and integration time. It is interesting that these terms, together with constants such as 2n, can alI be attributed to the standard deviation of the bearing estimates (measured in radians). Then the relative range error given by the standard deviation of the range estimate divided by the true range is given by a constant times standard deviation of the bearing estimate times a term that depends linearly on the range to the source relative to the effective array length. In particular, For example, suppose an equispaced line array had an inherent standard deviation of 1/10 rad (5.7O) and was to estimate the range to a source ten times as far away as the effective array length. In that case, the relative range error is 7.75, or more than seven hundred percent. Hence, we see that it is extremely difficult to estimate range of a distant source even under ideal conditions.
One of the advantages of expressing relative range errors in this form is that the standard deviation of bearing estimates is a term familar t o sonar engineers and signal processors. Moreover, the ocean medium may inherently limit the practical ability to estimate bearing even though theory predicts that with enough SNR or integration time, the bearing can be measured arbitrarily well. The expression given here clearly points out the need to make the array length large when the source range cannot be reduced. Of interest is that this conclusion is extremely insensitive to the type of array, provided the array has some ranging capability. This can be seen from the similarity of the constants given.
To summarize, we desire to know how to place a limited number of hydrophones over a baseline of fixed length. The hydrophones should be placed in groups, with the hydrophones in each group placed at half-wavelength spacing for the design frequency. For bearing estimation, half of the M hydrophones should be placed at each end of the array. For range estimation, a quarter of the hydrophones should be placed at each end of the array and half placed in the middle. For simultaneously estimating range and bearing, the hydrophones are placed in three groups, each with M over three hydrophones. If the baseline remained of fixed length and we had more hydrophones to add, we would add the hydrophones at half-wavelength spacing approaching an equispaced line array. On the other hand, if the number of hydrophones was limited but the baseline was not, we would keep the hydrophones at half-wavelength spacing and increase the distance between subarrays.
